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Abstract: In recent years, thermal imaging cameras are widely used in the field of intelligent surveil-
lance because of their special imaging characteristics and better privacy protection properties. How-
ever, due to the low resolution and fixed location for current thermal imaging cameras, it is difficult
to effectively identify human behavior using a single detection method based on skeletal keypoints.
Therefore, a self-update learning method is proposed for fixed thermal imaging camera scenes, called
the behavioral parameter field (BPF). This method can express the regularity of human behavior
patterns concisely and directly. Firstly, the detection accuracy of small targets under low-resolution
video is improved by optimizing the YOLOv4 network to obtain a human detection model under
thermal imaging video. Secondly, the BPF model is designed to learn the human normal behavior
features at each position. Finally, based on the learned BPF model, we propose to use metric modules,
such as cosine similarity and intersection over union matching, to accomplish the classification
of human abnormal behaviors. In the experimental stage, the living scene of the indoor elderly
living alone is applied as our experimental case, and a variety of detection models are compared to
the proposed method for verifying the effectiveness and practicability of the proposed behavioral
parameter field in the self-collected thermal imaging dataset for the indoor elderly living alone.

Keywords: abnormal behavior recognition; low-resolution thermal imaging; behavioral parameter
field; YOLOv4

1. Introduction

Currently, thermal imaging cameras are widely used in many fields [1] and have
obvious advantages over visible light in intelligent surveillance. Thermal imaging cameras
rely on the heat emitted by the object itself to take pictures, which is more suitable for
surveillance scenarios that require privacy protection and temperature measurement. Al-
though thermal and visible light images are vastly different in terms of imaging principles,
the research idea of behavior recognition is similar. Figure 1 shows an example of a visible
light image and thermal imaging image.
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Traditional video behavior recognition methods are mainly based on visual feature
extraction or motion feature extraction. One of the methods based on visual feature extrac-
tion is mainly by sampling video frames, manually designing features that can characterize
actions for the sampled points, and then encoding and processing them for action classifica-
tion by a classifier. Such methods mainly include two different types of feature extraction:
global feature-based [2,3] and local feature-based [4,5] methods. The method based on
motion feature extraction mainly uses optical flow fields to extract motion trajectories and
then encodes the features for training to complete the classification. One of the most robust
algorithms is the improved dense trajectories (iDT) algorithm [6,7]. With the improve-
ment in computer performance, behavior recognition methods based on deep learning
have become popular. There are three main types of mainstream methods: dual-stream
networks [8–10], 3D convolutional networks [11–13], and behavior recognition methods
based on skeletal keypoints [14–17], which have emerged in recent years. Among them,
the behavior recognition method based on skeletal keypoints shows excellent results by
expressing the spatial structure of different behaviors with the help of graph convolutional
networks. The literature [14] proposed the ST-GCN algorithm based on the OpenPose
algorithm. Fang et al. [17] first used the target detection algorithm to obtain the human
bounding box and then used the AlphaPose algorithm to obtain the sequence of keypoints,
and then classified the predicted behavior.

We found that most current thermal imaging cameras are fixed-position gun cameras
rather than rotating dome cameras with gimbals. The video resolution is generally low,
which leads to the inability to maintain high accuracy and robustness even with the skeletal
keypoints-based approach. In this work, we work on the implementation of a method
for human behavior recognition in low-resolution thermal imaging video based on fixed
scenes, called the behavioral parameter field (BPF). The contributions of this paper are
as follows:

(1) The BPF algorithm based on a low-resolution thermal imaging camera is proposed
to learn the behavioral features of the human body using features, such as aspect ratio,
height, velocity, acceleration, the center of mass, and orientation angle, and then the
stability and validity of the behavioral parameter field are ensured by a similarity update
strategy. The feature matching method based on intersection and ratio is proposed to
identify abnormal behavior.

(2) Considering the high real-time requirements of the surveillance task, the single-
stage YOLOv4 [18] algorithm is selected as the baseline in this paper. The effects of three
variants of the scSE attention mechanism [19] embedded into the backbone of the model on
the performance of the algorithm are studied and analyzed separately to enhance the infor-
mation representation capability of the YOLOv4 algorithm for small target feature maps.

(3) Taking an indoor solitary elderly scene as an example, we use the method of
this paper to complete the recognition tasks of falling down and long-time immobility
behaviors, and make a comparative experiment with the two kinds of attitude estimation
algorithms on our data set, which shows the effectiveness and practicability of this method
in the real scene of a fixed thermal imaging video.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first introduce the work related to
the behavior recognition task under thermal imaging video and the challenges and then
describe the behavior recognition algorithm based on skeleton keypoints. In Section 3, the
approach of BPF is introduced in detail. In Section 4, we build the dataset and analyze
the effectiveness and robustness of our approach by simulating various behaviors of the
elderly living alone indoors as an experimental application scenario. Finally, we conclude
the paper and propose some possible future directions in Section 5.

2. Related Work
2.1. Thermal Imaging Behavior Recognition and Challenges

Behavior recognition is usually implemented based on wearable devices, environmen-
tal sensors, and vision. Wearable devices require the user to wear the device all the time,
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requiring consideration of wearing comfort and device longevity. Deploying environmental
sensors identifies behavior by detecting changes in physical signals, but this approach is
heavily influenced by where the sensors are deployed. In contrast, it makes more sense to
use visual information for surveillance. Still, visible light cameras inevitably involve an
invasion of privacy in certain situations, which can easily make people resist. The thermal
imaging camera only allows 8–14 µm infrared self-luminous irradiation to the camera
sensor and thus imaging, not affected by external lighting conditions; therefore, it has better
privacy protection. With the increasing awareness of privacy protection and the importance
of 24-h surveillance, behavioral recognition methods for thermal imaging video [20–22]
have been gradually proposed. All of the literature above migrated from visible video fea-
ture extraction methods to thermal imaging behavior recognition. The network recognition
accuracy rises as the network structure deepens and becomes more complex.

The imaging of the thermal imaging camera is mainly dependent on the object’s
temperature but is also affected by the nature of the object, such as reflectivity. The
expression of features, such as color, texture, and shadows in thermal imaging images, is
not as good as visible images, resulting in increased difficulty in detecting and tracking
human targets in thermal imaging images. In addition, the manufacturing difficulty of
thermal imaging cameras and their relatively high price make the resolution of thermal
imaging cameras at the civilian end generally low. Therefore, thermal imaging behavior
recognition mainly has strong interference, few features, and low resolution.

2.2. Behavior Recognition Method Based on Skeletal Keypoints

The skeletal keypoint-based behavior recognition method utilizes pose estimation
as a feature extractor, feeds the captured intrinsic dependencies of joints into a graph
convolutional network promoted by a conventional CNN, and then classifies the action
sequences of joint points by graph convolution. The classical pose estimation has two
methods: bottom-up and top-down. The bottom-up approach is divided into two main
processes: keypoints detection and keypoints clustering, as in OpenPose [23]. The top-
down approach is divided into two main processes: target detection and single-person
skeletal keypoints detection, as in AlphaPose [17]. The ST-GCN [14] can be considered
as the pioneer of the behavior recognition method based on skeletal keypoints, and the
subsequent literature [15,16] is based on this algorithm for improvement. Although such
methods work extremely well in the visible light video, the reliance on the accuracy of
the nodes obtained from pose estimation leads to the fact that they are still less than
ideal for detecting small target humans in low-resolution images. In contrast, our BPF
is explicitly proposed for small targets in low-resolution thermal imaging. By learning
normal behavioral features, the model is more stable and easier to design.

3. Method

The pipeline of BPF is illustrated in Figure 2. The method is divided into three main
modules: target detection, behavior parameter field establishment, and abnormal behavior
recognition. The target detection module can accurately detect human targets using the
improved cSE-YOLOv4 algorithm. The BPF module establishes a behavior parameter
field for each human body to learn the normal behavior features of the human body. The
abnormal behavior recognition module, using the feature matching method based on
the intersection and ratio, analyzes the features to be measured of the human body and
the behavioral features calculated in the BPF under the plurality of a certain position
using cosine similarity and completes the detection of normal behavior as well as the two
abnormal behaviors of fall and long-time immobility.
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3.1. Target Detection

To detect human targets quickly and effectively, we choose the YOLOv4 algorithm, a
single-stage method with excellent performance, and improve it for small thermal imaging
target scenarios.

3.1.1. YOLOv4 Introduction

The YOLOv4 is more complex in terms of network structure compared to the previous
YOLOv3 [24], introducing the Mosaic data enhancement method and using the Mish
activation function. The backbone network is CSPDarknet53, and the neck is a path
aggregation network (PAN) with the addition of a spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) layer,
which increases the perceptual field and makes it easier to separate the most significant
contextual features, and the head still follows the YOLO-Head of YOLOv3, as shown in
Figure 3.
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3.1.2. Improved YOLOv4 Algorithm

The scSE [19] module has shown excellent performance in semantic segmentation
tasks. There are three variants of the scSE module, namely, the spatially compressed
channel excitation module (sSE), the channel-compressed spatial excitation module (cSE),
and the scSE module formed by combining the sSE and cSE modules.

1. sSE model;

As shown in Figure 4, the sSE model introduces the attention mechanism from spatial
relations. The model activates the feature map of H ×W × C with 1 × 1 × 1 convolution
and the Sigmoid function (σ(·)) to obtain the feature map of 1× H ×W and then multiplies
it with the original feature map U space to obtain the new feature map Û.
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2. cSE model;

As shown in Figure 5, the cSE model introduces an attention mechanism from the
perspective of channel features to improve the network’s ability to characterize important
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channel features by compressing the global spatial features of the feature map. The process
is to embed the input feature map U = [u1, u2, . . . , uc] (where channel uk ∈ RH×W), H
and W are the height and width of the feature map, respectively) into the vector z (where
z ∈ R1×1×C), C is the number of channels) through the global pooling layer with the kth
channel out value as

zk =
1

H ×W

H

∑
i

W

∑
j

uk(i, j), (1)

where i and j denote each position (i ∈ H, j ∈ W) on the kth channel feature map in the
input feature map, respectively.

After two more fully connected layers and ReLU activation function (δ(·)) and Sigmoid
function (σ(·)), the importance degree σ(ẑ) of the channel is obtained as

ẑ = W1(δ(W2z)), (2)

where W1 and W2 are the weights of the two fully connected layers.

3. scSE model;
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The scSE module embedding in small target detection tasks helps to enhance the
feature representation, which is also confirmed in the literature [25]. However, there is no
set of theoretical statements on whether it is effective in small target detection tasks for
thermal imaging spectroscopy.

In this paper, the scSE module is embedded into the backbone area of YOLOv4.
Figure 6 illustrates the original ResBlock body as well as the three cases of embedded
scSE modules.
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Figure 6. (a) represents the structure of the ResBlock body in the original YOLOv4 backbone network;
(b–d) represent the sSE module, cSE module, and scSE module embedded into the YOLOv4 backbone
network, respectively.
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3.2. Behavioral Parameter Field

Due to the limited pixel area occupied by human targets in low-resolution thermal
imaging video, the pose estimation method extracts the human skeletal joints with false
detection. Therefore, behavior recognition methods based on skeletal keypoints are not
suitable for this task. From the perspective that the daily human behaviors in the indoor
environment have regularity, this paper proposes a behavior recognition method called
the behavior parameter field. The specific process of establishing the behavioral parameter
field is shown in Figure 7.
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3.2.1. Feature Selection

1. Bounding box and aspect ratio;

With the YOLOv4 target detection model, the position information of the bounding
box of the human target in the scene can be obtained: xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax. Further, the
height and aspect ratio will change during human movement. Therefore, the width W,
height H, and aspect ratio R of the target can be obtained by extracting the contour of the
target as

R =
W
H

. (3)

2. Center of mass;

The center of mass changes when people do different actions. In this paper, the center
of mass is found for the ROI region of the human body found in the target detection stage
using the method of calculating the center distance. For a two-dimensional discrete image
I(i, j), the p + q order moments (mpq) can be defined as

mpq =
N

∑
j=1

N

∑
i=1

ip jq I(i, j), (4)

where p and q are non-negative integers. According to the above equation, the center of
mass coordinates is (ic, jc) and ic = m10/m00, jc = m01/m00. It can be seen that the 0th and
1st order moments are the centers of mass.

3. Orientation angle;

According to the center moment obtained above, the orientation angle is calculated for
the ROI area of the target detection, and the human body orientation angle can be found as

θ =
1
2

arctan2(2m11, m20 −m02). (5)

3.2.2. Behavioral Parameter Field Composition

The above features of the target in the thermal imaging video are collected over some
time to initialize a history feature field for the target, which holds the normal behavior
features of a human target for n consecutive frames. For the convenience of description, we
denote the behavioral features of the target in the nth frame image as feature A, which is
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A = (xmin
n, ymin

n, xmax
n, ymax

n, Hn, Rn, ic
n, jcn, θn), where xmin

n, ymin
n, xmax

n, ymax
n is the

position region, Hn is the height, Rn is the aspect ratio, icn is the transverse coordinate
of the center of mass, jcn is the vertical coordinate of the center of mass, and θn is the
direction angle.

Considering that the feature information of adjacent frames is relatively redundant,
the first 4-dimensional features of F frames are accumulated to obtain the position plurality
(xmin

z, ymin
z, xmax

z, ymax
z), and then to calculate the average of other dimensions. The final

result of the calculation is called feature B, which represents the last feature of the human body
at that position in the F frame, specifically B = (xmin

z, ymin
z, xmax

z, ymax
z, Hz, Rz, ic

z, jcz, θz).
The calculation procedures for the mean value of height Hz, the mean value of aspect

ratio Rz, the mean values of center of mass ic
z and jcz, and the mean value of orientation

angle θz is as

{Hz; Rz; icz; jcz; θz} = 1
M

M

∑
n=1
{Hn; Rn; ic

n; jcn; θn}, M ≤ F, (6)

where Hn, Rn, ic
n, jcn, θn are the height, aspect ratio, center-of-mass horizontal coordinate,

center-of-mass vertical coordinate, and orientation angle of the target in the position
plurality in the nth image frame, respectively, and a total of M frames are involved in the
averaging. F frames the plurality M of the target position in the image satisfies M ≤ F.
The continuous F-frame feature A of the historical feature field is calculated according to
the above method to obtain feature B. The region consisting of each mean feature of the
human body at each position is called the behavioral parameter field.

3.2.3. Self-Update Learning Strategy

The features in the BPF model increase with time, and it is important to design an effec-
tive strategy to achieve feature updates. In this work, we explore several update strategies.

1. Direct update strategy;

The simplest update strategy is to use the newly written feature B to replace the
existing features in the behavioral parameter field when the first 4 dimensions of the newly
written feature B contain the position information that duplicates the existing feature
positions in the behavioral parameter field. However, this operation directly causes the
behavior parameter field to lose the ability to record historical features.

2. Voting update strategy;

Another natural update strategy is to establish a feature voting mechanism. Specif-
ically, when the features containing the first 4 dimensions of location information are
duplicated, they are recorded using a queue structure with storage space N. When N = 3
or N = 5, the 4-dimensional features with non-location information are voted one by one,
and the result with the most votes in each dimension is selected as the final retention
structure. However, this strategy results in a direct loss of the linkage of the dimensions in
the behavioral parameter field.

3. Similarity update strategy;

We design a self-update strategy similar to the voting update strategy. Still, the queue
with storage space N to record N features is used with repeated location information.
When N features are satisfied, Euclidean distance similarity is calculated for the first N − 1
features of 4 dimensions of non-location information and the first 4 dimensions of the Nth
feature, and the feature with the highest similarity to the Nth feature among the first N − 1
features is selected for replacement, and the replaced feature Breplace is calculated as

Breplace = mindistedBN
bbox, Bbbox, (7)
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where BN
bbox denotes the feature at the Nth bounding box position and the first N − 1

features located at the bounding box position of BN
bbox. We will validate the proposed

update strategy in the experimental section.

3.3. Abnormal Behavior Recognition

Abnormal behavior recognition is a binary classification problem. Our strategy is to
develop classification rules based on the behavioral parameter field of different human
body actions at each position and then determine whether there is abnormal behavior in
the thermal imaging video. The specific flow chart is shown in Figure 8.
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After cSE-YOLOv4 obtains the target bounding box of the current frame, this stage
needs to match the target position of the current frame with the position in the BPF, and
we propose the matching method based on intersection over union (IoU). The method
is specified as follows: all the bounding boxes (xmin

z, ymin
z, xmax

z, ymax
z) in the behavior

parameter field are taken as finite set C1, and the bounding box obtained from the current
frame is taken as finite set C2, and the similarity between the two sets is calculated by the
Jaccard coefficient. The one greater than the threshold Tiou2 ∈ [0, 1] then gets the index
Imax corresponding to the bounding box with the maximum similarity between the current
frame and the behavioral parameter field in the selection list, so that the position matching
between the current frame and the behavioral parameter field can be completed. The
equation for the Jaccard coefficient as

J(c1, c2) =
|c1 ∩ c2|
|c1 ∪ c2|

∈ [0, 1]. (8)

After location matching, define the current frame behavior feature as feature G, cal-
culate the cosine similarity between feature G and feature B with index Imax, and get the
cosine similarity D as

D =
∑8

i=5 BiGi

∑8
i=5 B2

i ∑8
i=5 G2

i
, (9)

where Bi and Gi denote the components of the features B and G, respectively.

3.3.1. Judgment of Fall Events

The probability of a fall event is small and transient in nature. Therefore, when the
above similarity match D is smaller than the similarity threshold Tsi, the differentiation
between the two behaviors for falling and lying on the ground is increased by introducing
motion acceleration.

Taking the acceleration in the y-direction as an example, assume that the centers of
mass of the target in the two consecutive images of the current frame are (ic

n, jcn) and
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(ic
n+1, jcn+1), respectively, and define the velocity of the moving target in the y-direction of

the video in frame n + 1 as

vn+1 =
jcn+1 − jcn

t
, (10)

where t is the time between the two images, the acceleration of the elderly along the
y-direction in the n + 1 image an+1 is

ay
n+1 =

vn+1 − vn

t
. (11)

Through the calculation of Equation (11), the acceleration of the moving object in
the y-direction ay can be found, and similarly, the acceleration in the x-direction ax can
be found.

For the fall event, if the above similarity matching D is less than the similarity threshold
Tsi, the acceleration in both directions is calculated separately for the moving target, and if
ax is greater than the judgment threshold Tax or ay is greater than the judgment threshold
Tay, then the fall event is considered to occur and Fall is set to true. The calculation formula
is as

Fall =
{

true i f
(
ax > Tax

∣∣∣∣ay >Tay
)
,

f alse otherwise.
(12)

3.3.2. Judgment of Long-Time Immobility Events

For the prolonged immobility event, the prolonged immobility time counter Cina is
accumulated if the feature similarity of the two consecutive current images in frame F
is greater than the threshold Tts when the above similarity matching D is less than the
similarity threshold Tsi. Calculate the counter and the number of frames F its ratio; if it
is greater than the judgment threshold Tina ∈ [0, 1], it is considered that there is a long
inactivity time, and Ina is true to represent a long inactivity event. The specific discriminant
criterion as Equation (13):

Ina =

{
true i f

(
Cina
F−1

)
> Tina,

f alse otherwise.
(13)

4. Experiments

In the experimental phase, we take indoor elderly living alone as the experimental
scenario and build the dataset by simulating various behaviors of indoor elderly living
alone to analyze the effectiveness and robustness of the method in this paper.

4.1. Experimental Data

The only publicly available thermal imaging behavior dataset is the InfAR dataset from
the literature [20]. Still, this dataset has a high image resolution and is not used for the small
target problem. A thermal imaging dataset is constructed in this paper to study human
abnormal behavior detection better. Due to the need to collect a large amount of data related
to “falls” and the fact that older people often have mobility problems, we invited seven
young volunteers to help with the filming. The dataset was filmed using a fixed thermal
imaging camera with six categories and two different scenes. Each volunteer recorded four
videos of each category in one scene, for a total of 336 videos. Each video is approximately
3 min long, with a resolution of 320 × 240 at 25 fps. The dataset contains normal behavior
types (walk, sit down, bend over, and crouch down) and abnormal behavior types (stay
still and fall), as shown in Figure 9.
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In the dataset partitioning section, we randomly selected 13 videos among the nor-
mal behaviors of each volunteer as the training set to establish the BPF model. The test
set consists of two parts: first, five abnormal behaviors are randomly selected from the
16 abnormal behavior videos of the volunteer; second, three videos are selected from the
normal behaviors of the volunteer that are not used as the training set, so the total test set
is 56 videos.

4.2. Experimental Settings
Experimental Platform and Evaluation Metrics

The experiments were all conducted using the Pytorch 1.5.1 framework designed from
Facebook to build the network, using an Intel Xeon(R)W-2133 processor at 3.60 GHz and an
RTX2080 Ti GPU on a Windows 10 system. For the target detection part of the experiment,
average precision (AP) and frames per second (FPS) are chosen as the algorithm measures.
The behavioral detection section measures the results using accuracy (Acc), false-negative
rate (FNR), and false-positive rate (FPR). The Acc, FNR, and FPR are expressed as

Acc =
TP+TN

TP+FP+TN+FN
,

FNR = FN
TN+FN

,
FPR = FP

FP+TN
,

(14)

Assuming the existence of abnormal behavior of the elderly in a certain time period, if
the algorithm successfully detects the abnormal behavior, it is called TP, and if it fails to
detect the abnormal behavior, it is called FN. Assuming the absence of abnormal behavior
in a certain time period, if the abnormal behavior is detected, it is called FP, and if the
abnormal behavior is not detected, it is called TN.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.3.1. Target Detection Network Training and Testing

1. Evaluation and analysis of the effectiveness of the improved YOLOv4 network model;

In this experiment, the added scSE module mentioned above is trained on the thermal
imaging dataset established in this paper. The model performance is evaluated on the
test set. The original YOLOv4 model is used as a baseline for performance comparison to
study the performance changes brought by the three variants of SE embedded in different
network positions. The experimental results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The performance evaluation of the three variants embedded in different positions of the
network on the test set.

Model AP@0.6/% AP@0.7/%

YOLOv4(Baseline) 97.97 95.09
scSE-YOLOv4 95.67 92.63
sSE-YOLOv4 89.32 81.78
cSE-YOLOv4 98.31 98.31
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The experimental parameters are set as follows: the input resolution of the network
during training is 418 × 418, the network model is optimized by the Adam algorithm, the
initial learning rate is set to 0.001, and a total of 100 epochs are trained. Table 1 shows
the results of the model performance evaluation metrics obtained from the trained model
tested on the test set, where the IOU threshold is set to 0.6 common to model evaluation,
that is, AP@0.6. Similarly, AP@0.7/% represents the detection accuracy when the IOU
threshold is 0.7.

It can be seen that embedding the cSE attention module after the “add” and “concat”
feature fusion layer of the backbone can effectively improve the algorithm’s performance
in detecting small thermal imaging targets, with AP@0.6 and AP@0.7 values improving
by 0.34% and 3.22%, respectively, compared to YOLOv4. However, embedding the scSE
module and sSE module into the network’s backbone results in different degrees of degra-
dation. We attribute this to the fact that the cSE module enhances the learning of essential
channel features in the thermal imaging images, but the addition of the sSE module com-
presses the channel features of the thermal imaging feature maps and disrupts the spatial
representation of the features.

Figure 10 shows the comparison plots of the results of 4 consecutive frames obtained
using YOLOv4 and the improved cSE-YOLOv4 algorithm in the detection of the self-
collected thermal imaging dataset. It can be seen that the target frames predicted by the
original network in frames 3 and 4 are not appropriate. In contrast, the improved network
can give more accurate target frames, providing a more accurate human target frame for
the next step of feature extraction of the behavioral parameter field.
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2. Performance comparison of different algorithms;

To verify the detection accuracy of different target detection algorithms for small
targets under thermal imaging video, we conducted comparative experiments to test the
performance of multiple methods on this thermal imaging dataset, and the results are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Performance comparison of different algorithms.

Model FPS AP@0.6/%

SSD [26] 28 96.93
YOLOv3 [25] 23 97.28
YOLOv4 [18] 22 97.97
M2Det [27] 24 97.44
RFBNet [28] 27 93.98
cSE-YOLOv4 22 98.31

Combining Table 2 to compare the detection accuracy of different algorithms on IR
datasets, the improved cSE-YOLOv4 model in this paper shows the highest detection
performance and proves its effectiveness on small target detection.

4.3.2. Experimental Testing of Abnormal Behavior Detection

1. Comparison of experimental results of typical methods;

The behavior recognition method based on skeletal keypoints has excellent applica-
tions on visible data sets. However, compared to the rich and diverse datasets in the visible
domain, there are no large datasets in the thermal imaging domain, so it is not reasonable
to train the pose estimation algorithm specifically to obtain thermal imaging human key-
points. Additionally, the accuracy of skeletal keypoints is crucial for the final behavioral
classification. In this paper, AlphaPose and OpenPose are selected as the algorithms for
skeletal keypoints extraction to compare with the proposed BPF method, and thermal
imaging images in two scenes are used as the input for the experiments. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Comparison of results. (a,b) show that the extracted skeletal keypoints of AlphaPose
and OpenPose in both scenes are not guaranteed to be accurate. Therefore, we can imagine the
difficulty of the skeletal keypoint-based method for behavior recognition in this scene. Furthermore,
(c) demonstrates that the method in this paper can still effectively extract the features required for the
BPF (h is height, wh_r is the aspect ratio, and theta is orientation angle in (c)) and successfully detect
the falling behavior.
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2. Update strategy ablation experiment;

We test the impact of the behavioral parameter field established using different strate-
gies on the performance of the two types of behavioral classification accuracy in the same
scenario. The results are summarized in Table 3. We observe that similarity update strate-
gies achieve better performance when the behavior parameter field is established for longer.
This confirms the motivation of our design of this strategy which considers the relationship
between the contact between different dimensions of feature B and the characteristics of
the historical phase. Based on these observations, we use this similarity update strategy in
the following experiments.

Table 3. Ablation experiments of three strategies.

Strategy Acc (Normal Behavior)/% Acc (Abnormal Behavior)/%

Direct update strategy 89.79 91.46
Voting update strategy 91.27 94.02

Similarity update strategy 91.42 94.28

3. BPF model performance test;

After testing, the detection results of our proposed method for identifying abnormal
behavior based on the BPF model for thermal imaging video on the constructed test set
are shown in Table 4. Experiments show that the method of human abnormal behavior
recognition based on the BPF model can effectively detect the abnormal behavior in the
video taken by a fixed thermal imaging camera, which has good practical value.

Table 4. Results of behavior detection.

Test Set Number Acc/% FNR/% FPR/%

all 56 94.64 5.56 5
crouch down 5 80.00 0.00 20.00

sit down 7 85.71 0.00 14.29
bend over 3 100.00 0.00 0.00

walk 6 100.00 0.00 0.00
fall down 18 94.44 5.56 0.00
stay still 17 94.11 5.88 0.00

4. Sensitivity analysis of Hyperparameters;

In the process of establishing the BPF model, feature A needs to accumulate F frames
to calculate feature B. By experimentally simulating the statistical results of elderly peo-
ple’s actions, the cumulative number of frames F is best when taken as 40. In updating
the behavioral parameter field, N is best taken as 3 in the similarity update strategy. The
parameters used in the experiments are: Jaccard coefficient threshold Tiou2 = 0.4; normal be-
havior judgment threshold Tsi = 0.9; horizontal acceleration judgment threshold Tax = 10
and vertical acceleration judgment threshold Tay = 10 in the fall event; and similarity
threshold Tts = 0.95 and prolonged immobility time judgment threshold Tina = 0.75 in
the prolonged immobility event. The values of the above parameters are obtained from
extensive experimental verification and are used as the default parameters of the algorithm.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a behavior recognition method is proposed based on BPF for the appli-
cation scenario of a fixed thermal imaging camera. Taking the indoor scene of the elderly
living alone as an example, the practicality and effectiveness of this method are verified.
The method first detects human targets using the improved YOLOv4 target detection
algorithm. Secondly, a BPF model is designed to characterize human abnormal behavior.
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Then, the abnormal behavior recognition task is accomplished by a self-update learning
strategy and a series of detection rules.

The work still has limitations, and future research can be conducted in the following
aspects. (1) The current BPF method is mainly used for fixed thermal imaging camera
scenes. The method can be extended to spherical thermal imaging cameras with rotatable
viewpoints to establish a panoramic BPF model. (2) The features of the BPF model at this
stage are extracted manually, and other effective features can be further explored in the
future by considering using neural network learning to establish the BPF. (3) The idea of
transfer learning can be applied to improve the skeleton extraction effect of the method
based on skeletal keypoints on thermal imaging video, according to the unique imaging
characteristics of thermal imaging. The skeleton and behavioral parameter field can be
combined to obtain better recognition accuracy.
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